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SUMMARY

In this study, we report the result of a Inter-laboratory
proficiency-test which Innovative Technology Lab of Is-
tituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale attended in 2017.
The Performance test, steered by the US FDA and Cen-
ter of Genomic Epidemiology of Technical University
of Denmark, is provided to facilitate harmonization and
standardization in whole genome sequencing and data
analysis, with the aim to produce comparable data for
the GMI (Global Microbial Identifier) initiative. Our
laboratory took part in phase 1a (DNA preparation and
sequencing procedures) and phase 1b (laboratory’s se-
quencing output) of the test called “wet lab”. Two Sal-
monella enterica strains and two Escherichia coli
strains, and four pre-prepared DNA extracted from those
samples was delivered to the lab. DNA extraction, pu-
rification, library-preparation, and whole-genome-se-
quencing of the eight samples was performed by means
of an Illumina MySeq NGS platform, with 150 bp paired
end reads. Assembling of all the genomes was carried
out with a bioinformatic pipeline using Illumina embed-
ded Casava ver. 1.8 for sequence quality filter and
Spades ver 3.11 for reads assembling. The final result of
NGS workflow confirmed the identity of all bacterial
isolates and applying a bioinformatic pipeline to re-
assemble the short reads produced in the first phase in a
complete genome. Statistics on assembly quality were
generated with Quast tool evaluating genome assemblies
metrics like N50 and L50.
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INTRODUCTION

Sequencing a genome means identifying the nu-
cleotide order of a nucleic acid, either DNA or RNA.
In general, the process consists of three basic steps
common to all sequencing methods: sample prepa-
ration, physical sequencing and reassembly. In
order to analyze the sample, it is necessary to frag-
ment the genome and eventually to amplify the short
sequences through molecular method such as PCR.
The physical sequencing allows to identify the dNTP
order by the synthesis of small sequences, called
“reads”, and using the DNA fragments as template
to create the so-called “sequencing library”. The
overlapping readings are then reassembled through
bioinformatics softwares that execute reads align-
ment with the reference genome (GlobAl MICRobIAl
IDeNTIfIeR, HeATHeR & CHAIN, 2016, SHeNDuRe & JI,
2008). 

The length of the reads depends on the sequenc-
ing method. first-generation sequencers, such as
Sanger technology, are able to output reads of 800-
1000 base pairs, but they present high costs al-
though they are still used in diagnosis and research.
The advent of Next-generation Sequencing tech-
niques has allowed not only the reduction of costs
and time, but also the possibility of sequencing a
greater amount of DNA in parallel, producing millions
of reads per single run of the instrument, even if giv-
ing rise to shorter readings (about 50-400 nt) (SCHADT
eT Al., 2011; JARvIe, 2005). 

The “Global Microbial Identifier” (GMI) is currently
an informal global, visionary taskforce of scientists



and other stakeholders who share the aim of making
novel genomic technologies and informatics tools
available for improved global patient diagnostics, sur-
veillance, research and public health response. 

The “Global Microbial Identifier” (GMI) initiative
aims to build a database of whole microbial genome
sequencing data linked to relevant metadata, which
can be used to identify microorganisms, their com-
munities and the diseases they cause. It would be a
platform for storing “Whole-Genome Sequencing”
(WGS) data of microorganisms, for the identification
of relevant genes and for the comparison of
genomes to detect outbreaks and emerging
pathogens. 

The main objective is to promote internationally
the production of reliable and good quality results in
microbial “Whole-Genome Sequencing” (WGS). In
particular, with the Proficiency Tests, GMI aims to as-
sess the suitability of members in DNA extraction,
preparation of genomic libraries and sequencing,
using their usual protocols, software and platforms
(GlobAl MICRobIAl IDeNTIfIeR, PRofICIeNCy TeST
2017). In this way it will be possible to obtain the
standardization of the WGS procedures, including
the last analysis, in order to have comparable data
for the realization of the GMI initiative. To date, the
PT project is still active and in 2016, 46 laboratories
circa in 22 different countries, including Italy, parte-
cipated. Among the participants there was also the
Molecular biology department of the ”Istituto Zoopro-
filattico Sperimentale della Sicilia”, based in Palermo
and directed by Dr. S. Reale. This Institute also
joined the PT set up in 2017, that was focused on the
sequencing of Salmonella enterica and Escherichia
coli genomes. 

Historical overview

MAxAM & GIlbeRT (1977) published the first se-
quencing of a DNA fragment long about 24bp. This
method consists in the chemical denaturation by
DMSo (dimethylsulfoxide) of the nucleic acid, that is
radioactively labeled at one end. The sequence order
is determined thanks to the arrangement of the frag-
ments along the bands on an electrophoretic run. 

This chemical method (MAxAM & GIlbeRT, 1977)
was soon replaced by an enzymatic one, developed
by SANGeR eT Al. (1977). The Sanger method uses
2', 3'-didehoxy and arabinonucleosides, labeled and
analogues of the normal deoxynucleoside triphos-
phates, which act as specific DNA-polymerase in-
hibitors. This method is called “chain termination
sequencing” because the ddNTPs prevent the for-
mation of phosphodiesteric bonds with the nu-
cleotides in the mix (SANGeR eT Al., 1977). 
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The Sanger method revolutionized the molecular
biology field, and it was a means through which one
of the most important projects of the last decades
has been realized, the “Human Genome Project”.
The project was carried out by two different consor-
tia: in fact, Greg verter, detached from the National
Institute of Health, has found a private research
body, the Celera Genomics, whose contribution was
fundamental for the application of a new sequencing
approach, the “shotgun” sequencing. This approach
also characterizes The Next-generation Sequencing
technologies, introduced in 2005 with the purpose of
speeding up the sequencing process, lowering costs
and increasing their use in the research areas. The
NGS methods make it possible to sequence a bac-
terial genome in just a few days and rapidly compare
genetic sequences among multiple genome. With its
ultra-high throughput, NGS enables researchers to
perform a wide variety of applications and study bio-
logical systems at a level never before possible. The
term “high-throughput” refers to the possibility to
carry out a large number of measurements simulta-
neously, and to analyze multiple samples in a single
session.

Many technologies are available, and in most, the
DNA sample is broken into a library of small frag-
ments and then attached to oligonucleotide adapters.
The construct is placed on a slide or in a flow-cell,
and the strings of nucleotide bases that make up the
fragments are then sequenced in hundreds of mil-
lions of parallel reactions. 

NGS platforms

over the years, many companies have invested
in the production of advanced equipment contribut-
ing to the rapid evolution of the sequencing methods.
There are several sequencers that have been placed
on the market and each platform uses different bio-
chemical processes. Making a brief overview of the
main technologies, we have to enunciate the first se-
quencer on the market (since 2005), the Roche/454.
The 454 technology is based on two fundamental
processes: the emulsion PCR amplification and the
pyrosequencing. In the emulsion PCR method, the
amplification takes place into water-oil emulsion
droplets that contain particles, on whose surface are
attached oligonucleotide probes that are comple-
mentary to the adaptors of the single-strand DNA
templates. The pyrosequencing method is instead
based on the use of enzymes which, during the syn-
thesis of the new filaments, allow to associate the
addition of each complementary nucleoside with a
light signal. 
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Another important sequencer is SoliD, produced
by Applied biosystems. It differs from the other se-
quencers because of its different way of sequencing,
that is not by synthesis but through ligation. The se-
quencing takes place by the action of a DNA ligase
able to create covalent bonds between marked DNA
fragments that will give rise to a single filament com-
plementary to the one to be sequenced. As the pair-
ing occurs, the markers are excited so that the light
emission - associated with the first two base pairs -
is detected by the instrumentation to reconstruct the
nucleotide sequence during the cycles. 

lastly, the Illumina Genome Analyzer, introduced
in 2006: its technology is based on SbS (sequenc-
ing-by-synthesis) process. The DNA cluster is formed
through a so-call “bridge PCR”, with the DNA immo-
bilization by hybridization on the plate.

NGS Applications 

NGS techniques immediately represented the
possibility of implementing the development of differ-
ent research areas, such as personalized medicines
- thanks to the possibility to make a gene expression
profiling, the chromosomal count or the identification
of an individual's epigenetic mutations. Due to their
high sensitivity and specificity, these systems also
allow the monitoring over time of genetic variations
in viruses and pathogenic bacteria. The NGS tech-
nology can gain critical genetic insight into bacteria
and viruses with microbial genome sequencing,
whether you are performing metagenomics studies,
or monitoring disease outbreaks

Whole-genome sequencing

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is a compre-
hensive method for analyzing entire genomes. Ge-
nomic information has been instrumental in
identifying inherited disorders, characterizing the mu-
tations that drive cancer progression, and tracking
disease outbreaks. Rapidly dropping sequencing
costs and the ability to produce large volumes of data
with today’s sequencers make whole-genome se-
quencing a powerful tool for genomics research.

Despite this method is commonly associated with
sequencing human genomes, the scalable, flexible
nature of next-generation sequencing (NGS) tech-
nology makes it equally useful for sequencing any
species, such as agriculturally important livestock,
plants, or disease-related microbes. Small genome
sequencing (≤ 5 Mb) involves sequencing the entire
genome of a bacterium, virus, or other microbe, and
then comparing the sequence to a known reference.
Sequencing small microbial genomes can be useful

for food testing in public health, infectious disease
surveillance, molecular epidemiology studies, and
environmental metagenomics.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

DNA extraction

The lyophilized material shipped from DTu Den-
mark was inoculate into liquid soil with subsequent
distribution in plate with added solid soil. from each
plate, the colonies were collected and the DNA was
extracted by boiling.

In the end, the genomic material was purified by
extracting on silica gel columns with the eZNA kit,
after adding lysis buffer, proteinase K and ethanol. 

The DNA quality was evaluated using the Nan-
odrop ND-J000 spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Tech-
nology) by reading the absorbance at 260nm, in
order to test the DNA purity and the absence of sol-
vents that could alter following steps. 

DNA extracted was quantified through Qubit® flu-
orimetric assay.

NGS Library preparation and sequencing

Illumina NGS workflows include four basic steps:
1. library Preparation: the sequencing library is

prepared by random fragmentation of the DNA or
cDNA samples, followed by 5′ and 3′ adapter ligation.
An alternative is the “tagmentation” process, which
uses transposons to break DNA and to bind adapters
in a single pass, in order to speed up the process.
The fragments at this point are amplified by PCR and
purified.

2. Cluster Generation: the library is loaded into
the plate (flow-cell) where the fragments can be an-
chored because captured by oligonucleotides com-
plementary to the library adapters. At this point,
thanks to the "bridge" amplification (bridge PCR),
each fragment is cloned to form numerous copies of
DNA template.

3. Sequencing: SbS technologies use fluo-
rochrome-labeled reversible terminators. At each
cycle, a DNA polymerase incorporates a labeled
base to the clusters, the laser light causes the emis-
sion of their fluorescence and the first image of the
plate is captured. The software records the succes-
sive images, recognizes the bright spots associated
with each individual fragment and the colors that in-
dicate the base: in this way it will process the reads.

4. Data Analysis: the output reads are aligned
(alignment) and the identified sequences are com-
pared with the reference DNA. 
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Genomic libraries were obtained using Nextera
xT DNA library Prep kit.

Protocol for library preparation

The protocol used for the preparation of genomic
libraries was the Nextera xT DNA library Prep. It
consists of:

1. Genomic DNA Tagmentation: after normaliza-
tion of all the samples bringing them to the concen-
tration of 0.2 ng / μl, Tagment DNA buffer and
Amplicon tagment mix were added on each well of
the PCR plate, which is centrifuged and placed in the
thermal cycler. The frammentation is then stopped
through a neutralized tagment buffer;

2. DNA framments amplification: the primers
used in this phase are the Nextera xT Index 1-2
Primers (Illumina), whose different combination al-
lowed to index the different samples;

3. DNA purification: carried out with AMPure xP
beads;

4. library normalization and pooling;
5. library Dilution and denaturing.

To execute a run on MiSeq, a reagent kit that in-
cludes the flow-cell, a bottle of PR2 and the reagent
cartridge must be used. The MiSeq flow cell is a sin-
gle-use glass substrate on which clusters are gener-
ated and the sequencing reaction is made. The
libraries are loaded into the reagent cartridge before
starting the run and then automatically transferred to
the flow-cell. The MiSeq reagent cartridge is a dis-
posable material consisting of small sealed tanks
pre-filled with sufficient reagents for cluster genera-
tion and sequencing a flow-cell. 

At this point, it is possible to start a sequencing
run which can be monitored from the Sequencing
screen or using “Sequencing Analysis viewer”
(SAv). Run duration depends on the number of cy-
cles performed. During cluster generation, individual
DNA molecules bound to the surface of the flow-cell
are amplified through bridge PCR to generate the
cluster.

After images analysis, the software performs the
identification of the bases, the filtering and the cal-
culation of the qualitative scores. 

Bioinformatic elaboration

The main objective of the Proficiency test was to
quantify differences among laboratories in order to
facilitate the development of reliable laboratory re-
sults of consistently good quality within the area of
DNA preparation, sequencing, and analysis (for ex-
ample phylogeny). 
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Result data from wet lab operation were elabo-
rated using a simple bioinformatic pipeline whose
purpose was to verify the final quality of resulting
reads from Illumina MySeq NGS workflow to assem-
ble a whole genome from the reads.

Another item was a variant detection analysis and
phylogenetic/clustering analysis of assembled
genomes, but because the Proficiency Test consisted
of three parts, each of which were optional, and be-
cause we had not enough time nor expertise at the
moment of the execution of the test, we chose  not to
execute the variant detection and phylogenetic/clus-
tering analysis. on the contrary, we just generated
fASTQ file from sequencing and assembled it in two
complete genomes of S. enterica and E. coli.

fastQ file were generated from base call file di-
rectly with Illumina base space cloud platform, in-
cluding demultiplexing, quality filtering, trimming of
low quality ends of reads.

Assembling was performed with software Spades
ver 3.11 installed on ubuntu server 10.2 virtual ma-
chine with 128 Gb of RAM and 2.5 Tb HD. Assembly
quality was assessed with Quast ver. 4.6.1 software.

RESULTS

final result of GMI Proficiency test was the sub-
mission of raw reads fASTQ file and two fASTA for-
mat files containing the assembled genomes of S.
enterica and E. coli samples. files have been up-
loaded by through the GMI Proficiency Test web plat-
form and by HTTP client filezilla, when web interface
stopped the upload.

figure 1 and figure 2 show reads quality score
graph for sample 1 of S. enterica bacterial culture
and pre-extracted DNA.

The result statistics of the assembled genome for
S. enterica - sample 1, elaborated with  Quality As-
sessment Tool for Genome Assemblies  software ver.
4.6.3 are reported in Table 1. estimated reference
genome size parameter was 5.000.000 bp.

The statistics show an overall good quality of the
assembled genome for all samples, only data for
sample 1 (bacterial culture and pre extracted DNA )
are shown.

NGS technology enables authors to make further
elaboration with raw reads data. We are planning to
perform the identification of variant sites (e.g. SNP)
within whole genome sequence and to distinguish
different clusters of samples based on those variant
polymorphisms. This will be important for MlST typ-
ing of bacterial strain, Multidrug Resistance Identifi-
cation and for phylogenetic studies of different
population of micro-organisms.
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Figure 1.  Quality score graph for sample 1 of Salmonella enterica bacterial culture.
Figure 2. Quality score graph for sample 1 of Salmonella enterica pre-extracted DNA.
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